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Abstract - A new technique is developed for the data
fusion of two images. Two spatially registered images
with differing focus points are fused by deciding clear
objects. At first, an impulse function is defined to
describe the image quality of an object. Then the clear
region is decided by analyze the wavelet decomposition
components of two primary images and two blurred
images. The results of the comparison show this method
performing better in preserving edge information for the
test images than that of other image fusion methods.
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1 Introduction

Image fusion is the combination of two or more different
images to form a new image by using a certain
algorithm[1]. Fused images provide for robust
operational performance, i.e., increased confidence,
reduced ambiguity, improved reliability and improved
classification. Image fusion is applied to digital imagery
in order to sharpen images, improve geometric
corrections, provide stereo-viewing capabilities for
stereophotogrammetry, enhance certain features not
visible in either of the single data alone, and complement
data sets for improved classification. Image fusion plays
an important role in image sharpening, such as fusion
with two different focus points images. For example,
there are two objects in an image. If the front object is in
focus, then the back object is out of focus, vice versa. An
image with two objects being in focus can be obtained by
fusion with these two different focus points images. In
this paper, a new technique is developed for the data
fusion of two different focus points images.

A number of methods have been proposed for image
fusion[2-9,11-17]. The most common procedures are
methods based on intensity-hue-saturation transform
(IHS and LHS mergers)[3,4] Laplacian pyramid
method[9], and wavelet transform method[5-8]. HIS
transform methods are not suitable to fusion with
different focus points images, which Laplacian pyramid

method and wavelet transform method are suitable to.
Wavelet transform is an intermediate representation
between Fourier and spatial representations, and it can
provide good localization in both frequencies and space
domains. Wavelet decomposition is being used
increasingly for the processing of images. The method is
based on the decomposition of image into multiple
channels on the basis of their local frequencies content.
Wavelet transform method preserves the spectral
characteristics of the multispectral image better than the
standard HIS or LHS methods. Wavelet transform
method can be performed by replacing some wavelet
coefficients of one primary image with the corresponding
coefficients of other primary image, and the fused image
can be obtained by reconstructed. Although wavelet
transform method takes some advantages over the
standard HIS or LHS methods, However, the
disadvantage of the Laplacian pyramid method and
wavelet transform method is that the image edge
information can be loss to some extent by these methods.
In order to preserve edge information of original images
to the greatest extent, a new image fusion method is
proposed in this paper. The high frequencies of images
with different focus points are analyzed alternatively to
decide the blurred objects and clear objects in original
images. A fused image can be obtained by combination
with the clear objects of two primary images. In this
method, there is not wavelet reconstruction and edge
information of objects is preserved much more than that
of wavelet transform method and Laplacian pyramid
method.

This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, a brief
review of the wavelet transform is given. In section 3, the
new fusion method of different focus points images in
this paper is introduced. In section 4, experiments of
using the method of this paper, wavelet transform
method and Laplacian pyramid method to merge two
different focus points images are presented. Fused images
with three methods are compared in section 4 also.



2 Multiresolution wavelet decomposition

The multiresolution wavelet transform decomposes a
signal into the coarser resolution representation, which
consists of the low frequencies approximation
information and the high frequencies detail information.
Wavelet decomposition provides a framework for
decomposing images into a number of new images, each
with a different degree of resolution.

Let the convolution of two energy finite functions
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where ( )xφ is a one-dimension scaling function whose

Fourier transform is concentrated in low frequencies, and
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calculated with a pyramid algorithm proposed by
Mallat[10].

We consider the original discrete image asfA1 which

is measured at resolution 1, an original imagefA1 can

be completely represented by approximation component
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No extra data are produced in the decomposition
procedures because of the orthogonality of the wavelet
representation. The wavelet decomposition can be
interpreted as signal decomposition in a set of
independent, spatially oriented frequencies channels. The

component fA j2
corresponds to the lowest frequencies,

fD j
1

2
gives the high frequencies in vertical directions,

fD j
2

2
gives the high frequencies in horizontal

directions, fD j
3

2
the high frequencies in diagonal

directions.

3 Fusion techniques for different focus
points images

3.1 Image quality of an object

Before fusion with different focus points images, it is
needed to analyze the image quality of an object in order
to distinguish the objects in-focus from objects out-focus.

Suppose the original object is ( )yxf , , the image of

such an object is ( )yxg , in an optics system, which can

be assumed to shift invariant and linear. Suppose the

response function is ( )yxh , .

( ) ( ) ( )yxhyxfyxg ,,, ∗=
( )yxh , affects the image quality of an object.

For a given object, ( )yxh , can be approximated as a

gauss function..
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whereσ decides the quality of the image of an object. If
σ is small, then the image of an object is clear and the
response function can be seen as an impulse function

( )yx,δ ; If σ is large, then the image of an object is

blur and the response function can be seen as a blur
function. If there are several objects with different image
qualities in a scene, the image quality of every object can
be represented by different gauss functions with various
variances σ . That is, the objects in-focus can be
expressed as an original object convoluting to a gauss
function with a small varianceσ , and the objects out-
focus can be expressed as an original object convoluting
to a gauss function with a large varianceσ .



3.2 Decision of in-focus objects and out-focus
objects

Based on the relationship of image qualities of objects
with impulse functions, it is known that the diversity
between in-focus objects and out-focus objects is
represented by the gauss function varianceσ of response
functions. Next, we will discuss the decision rules of in-

focus objects and out-focus objects. Suppose1f and 2f

are two original images with different focus points,'1f

and '
2f are blurred images of 1f and 2f by a gauss

function with variance 0σ alternatively. We will analyze

the high frequencies of a neighborhood around a pixel to
decide whether the pixel is belonging to an in-focus
object or a out-focus object. There are three statuses:

(1)If the pixel belongs to an in-focus object in1f , and

belongs to out-focus object in2f also. Then the object,

which is clear in 1f and is blur in 2f , in '
2f is more

blurring than that in 2f . The difference between the high

frequencies in the neighborhood of1f and that of '
2f is

more than that between1f and 2f . The difference

between the high frequencies in the neighborhood of'
1f

and that of 2f is less than that between1f and 2f .

(2)If the pixel belongs to out-focus object in1f , and

belongs to an in-focus object in2f also. Then the object,

which is blurring in 1f and is clear in 2f , in '
1f is

more blurring than that in 1f . The difference between

the high frequencies in the neighborhood of'1f and that

of 2f is more than that between 1f and 2f . The

difference between the high frequencies in the

neighborhood of 1f and that of '
2f is less than that

between 1f and 2f .

(3)If the pixel belongs to an in-focus object or out-focus

object both in 1f and 2f . Then the difference between

the high frequencies in the neighborhood of'1f and that

of 2f is more than that between 1f and 2f . The

difference between the high frequencies in the

neighborhood of 1f and that of '
2f is more than that

between 1f and 2f also.

Based on above analysis, the rules of deciding in-focus
objects and out-focus objects can be expressed. Let the

high frequencies in the neighborhood of1f , 2f , '
1f and

'
2f are 1Df 2Df , '

1Df and '
2Df alternatively.

(1) If TDfDfDfDf ≥−−− 21
'

21

and TDfDfDfDf ≥−−− 2
'

121 ,

then the in-focus object is in 1f ;

(2) If TDfDfDfDf ≥−−− 212
'

1

and TDfDfDfDf ≥−−− '
2121 ,

Then the in-focus object is in 2f ;

(3) If TDfDfDfDf <−−− '
2121

and TDfDfDfDf <−−− 2
'

121 ,

Then the in-focus object is in 1f or 2f ;

A new fusion image, which contains all in-focus objects
of two original images, can be obtained by combining all
the pixels in two original images based on the deciding
rules.

3.3 Expression of the high frequencies in the
neighborhood

The expression of the high frequencies in the
neighborhood and the thresholdT are discussed as
follow. the high frequencies in the neighborhood of an
image can be determinated by the wavelet decomposition
coefficients. Suppose the original imagef is

decomposed at resolution J−2 , let 1=J , the image f

can be decomposed into fA 12− , fD1

2 1− , fD 2

2 1− and

fD3

2 1− , which corresponds to the lowest frequencies, the

vertical high frequencies, horizontal high frequencies and
the high frequencies in diagonal directions. In order to
keep the same size of original image, down sample is not
taken. The high frequencies in the neighborhood of an
image is defined as
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where A is the neighborhood of the current pixel.

3.4 Threshold T

The thresholdT can be discussed based on the one-
dimension edge model. Suppose the ideal one-dimension

model is a step function ( )xu . If the image of the edge is

in-focus, the gauss function variance is1σ ; if the image

of the edge is out-focus, the gauss function variance is

2σ . That is, the in-focus edge image( )xe1 and the out-

focus edge image ( )xe2 can be expressed as
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Similarly, the high frequencies of ( )xe2 at the region

[ ]1,1− can be expressed as
2
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and ( )xe'
2 are blurred edges of ( )xe1 and ( )xe2 by

gauss function with variance 0σ alternatively. Using

above method, the high frequencies of( )xe'
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where k is a modification coefficient.

We suppose the original images are registered before
image fusion. Original images are the same array size
and the objects are almost in same size also. If the image
sizes of a same object in different images are different to
a large extent, there will be a false contour around the
object in the fused image, which will occur in the wavelet
transform method and Laplacian pyramid method also.

The image fusion method proposed in this paper is
suitable to the images obtained in the same imaging
condition. That is, the brightness and contrast of two
images are similar. If one image is bright and the other
image is dark, we need to modify two images into the
same brightness and contrast. Next, the image fusion
method can be taken.

4 Experiments and comparison

We applied the above methodology to merge testimages,
called Clock images and Face images. There are two
objects in the test images called Clock test images. In
Clock1 image, the front object is clear and the back object
is blurry. In Clock2 image, the front object is blurry and
the back object is clear. There are two objects in the
second test images called Face test images. In Face1, the
front object is blurry and the back object is clear. In
Face2, the front object is clear and the back object is
blurry. The perfect fusion images of the test images can
be obtained by manual cut and paste. We can quantify the
behavior of Laplacian pyramid method, Wavelet
transform method and our method in comparison with the

perfect fusion images. To compute the differenceFM
we use the expression
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where NMn ×= , which is the size of image. '
ijg is

the pixel graylevel of the fusion image at the position

( )ji , . ijg is the pixel graylevel of the perfect fusion

image at the position( )ji , . The better the behavior of

the fusion image is, the smaller the differenceFM is.

Table 1 shows the difference between the perfect fusion
images with the Laplacian pyramid method, Wavelet
transform method and our method. It can be shown from
Table 1 that the fusion images of our method are better
than that of other methods.

clock1 clock2



perfect fused image obtained by manual cut and paste

Fused image obtained Fused image obtained
by the Laplacian by the Wavelet
pyramid method transform

Fused image obtained by our method

Difference from the Difference from the
perfect image ( Laplacian perfect image (Wavelet
pyramid method ) transform method )

Difference from the perfect image ( our method )

Figure 1: Fusion of Clock images

face1 face2

perfect fused image obtained by manual cut and paste

Fused image obtained Fused image obtained
by the Laplacian by the Wavelet
pyramid method transform

Fused image obtained by our method

Difference from the Difference from the
perfect image ( Laplacian perfect image (Wavelet
pyramid method ) transform method )



Difference from the perfect image ( our method )
Figure 2: Fusion of Face images

Images Laplacia
n

pyramid
method

Wavelet
transfor

m
method

Our
method

Clock 17.32 11.42 7.15

Face 5.20 4.42 1.95

Table 1 The difference from the perfect image of three
methods

5 Conclusions

A new image fusion method proposed in this paper
combines two images with different focus points by
deciding clear objects and blurring objects. With this
method the detail information from both images is
preserved. The method is capable of enhancing the image
quality while preserving its edge information to a
greatest extent. It is proved from experiments and
comparison that this method proposed in this paper
behaves better than Laplacian pyramid method and
Wavelet transform method.
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